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A prototype of a high bandwidth parallel event 
builder has been designed and tested. The architecture is 
based on a simple switching network and is adaptable to a 
wi& variety of data acquisitioo systems. Aa eight channel 
system with a peak thmughput of 160 Megabytes per 
second has been implemented. It is modularly expandable 
to 64 channels (over one Gigabyte per second). The 
prototype uses a nambex of relatively recent commercial 
technologies, including very high spzed fiber-optic data 
links, high integration crossbar switches and embedded 
RISC processors. It is based on an open architecture which 

permits the. installation of new technologies with little 
ltdaigneffcst 

The switching network approach to physics event 
building is based on similar switching networks used in 
telecommunications systems. Tbe basic component is a 
synchronous time-division multiplexed switch (TMS). 
Event data arriving from each independent source is buffered 
io an accompanying time-slot interchanger (TSI) which 
assembles and sequences data packets for maximum 
udlization of switch bandwidth. 
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Figure 1 Prototype System 
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The switch interconnection pattern for event building 
is completely deterministic. so switch control requiremenu 
(in comparison to a telecmnmunications switch) can be 
greatly simplified The switching rotation can te predetii 
as some subset of a general crossbar (e.g., a barrel shifter) 
which in turn reduces the number of stages and complexity 
of the switch. The switch is entirely self-routing. 
Destinations are assigned to the events by the trigger 
system and can be added to the event header at the front-end 
or at the Input TSI. 

The goal of future physics event building is to 
allow the collection of data at high trigger rates with high 
data throughput The pipelining and parallelism built into 
this system allows the data to pass tbmugh with minimal 
hatdware OT sdhvate ptlmcQ1 ovm 

A small prototype event builder (Fiiure 1) using the 
switching network approach has been implemented. 
Figure 2 shows simpIif& block diagrams of each module. 
Most of the components contain an embedded processor to 
allow software control of data format and module 
functionality. These processors arc software compatible 
with the host workstation (SUN SPARC). The “Test 
Transmitters” contain 64 KW of pattcm memory which can 
be downloadcxl with simulated event data. For test purposes, 
a number of different error conditions can be dynamically 
inserted into the data stream. Each channel drives a 100 
meter fiber-optic data link operating at 250 Mbps. ‘Ihe fiber 
link driver and receiver cbcuiby is implemented on a small 
daughtercard which is pin-compatible with a lower-cost 
hvinax ECL version 

Event fragments are received by the “Input TSI” 
modules which store and forward t@~ data to rhe appropriate 
“Output TSI”. The Input TSI maintams a separate queue for 
each available switch output channel. A data packet is 
taken from the appmpde queue depending on the current 
switch position. The. Output TSI uses the same. circuitry 
as the Input TSI but is designed to connect to a standard 
workstation or multi-processor VME backplane. It contains 
a 32 bit VME master interface plus data checking logic. 
TSI buffers are implemented using video DRAM which 
provides a large. economical dual-port memory for pa&t 
mode transfers. Individual pxket buffers are managed by 
the embedded processor using a simple page allocation 
scheme. 

Event tlow is controlled by tbe “Trigger Interface” 
module which matches event requests from the Output 
TSWmccssor with triggers from the (simulated) trigger 
system. Tk. Trigger Interface maintains a priority table of 
pending event requests and assigns specific events to 
specific processors based on event type and overall event 
distribution. 

The 64 X 64 channel switch is implemented on a 
common backplane using eight integrated circuits (only 
four of these are installed in the prototype system). Each 
path through the switch is eight bits wide to minimize 
high-frequency effects. The switch is fully synchronous 
with a pmgmmmable rotation pattern and packet size. The 
Switch Connoller provides a small configuration memory. 

counter and clocks which dcfme the switch size, rotation 
pattam and intemal packet size. 

Two control links regulate data flow in the 
system. The “Trigger Accept Link” is used to broadcast a 
destbtation ID and event type for each event. This message 
is queued in the Input TSIs and wed to route. the event 
fragments as they arrive. The Input TSIs may also 
distribute events in.a fixed order without using the Trigger 
Accept Link. In the. prototype system, the same link is 
used by the Test Transmitters to select sn event in pattern 
memory. The “Event Request Link” provides a way for 
individual event processors to control the type of triggers 
they wish to examine and the rate at which events arc 
supplied. VME connections are. strictly for downloading 
and monitoring of embedded processors. pere is no data 
transfened across the VME bus. 

Figure 3 illustrates the major software 
components. There were. four main areas of software 
development: the user interface (about 20,000 lines), 
temote procedure calls (18,ocO Iinca), embedded code (4,oMl 
lines) ttnd diagnostics. All software was generated using 
standard facilities of the SUN host workstation. 

The graphical user interface was developed using 
(VI Carp) DATAVIEWS. This is a commercial product 
consisting of hvo parry, DV-DRAW which is used to crcatc 
the graphical layout of tbe interface and DV-TOOLS which 
connects sources of real-time information to tie on-screen 
graphics. Dataviews also provides an interface to the 
(Neuron Data Carp) Nexpert expert system software for 
intelligent diagnosis of system errors. The prototype 
system uses a series of hierarchical displays. The top level 
allows configuration and initialization of the system. It 
also selects the operating mode (actual or simulated) and 
pmvides an interface to the diagnostic software. 

Configuration is accomplished by selecting files 
which contain the embedded code. data patterns and switch 
control information. A menu of default tiles for various 
switch configurations is provided. Selecting the 
initialization function invokes a series of remote pnxcdure 
calls (RF’&) which reset and download each module in the 
proper sequence. Total initialization time is approximately 
10 seconds. Once the system is running, tbe RPC 
mechanism is used to retrieve status information at regular 
intervals. The total event count. instantaneous event rate 
and peak buffer usage for each channel is displayed using 
on-screen meters. The same user interface can control a 
(Cadence Design Systems) Verilog simulation of the data 
acquisition system. One intended advantage of this 
approach is that most of the interface software can be. 
developed in parallel with the system hardware. RPCs are 
executed on the SUN SPARCengine 1E boards which 
access individual system modules through ldbit dual-port 
VME interfaces. SUN rpcgcn was used to compile a 
library of functions for resetting, downloading and 
mooitoring rhe system. 

The embedded code is written in C using the SUN 
SPARC compiler. Use of SPARC embedded processors 
allows compilation and debugging of the real-time code 
without a specialized development environment Each 
processor mns a single task, negating the need for a real- 
time operating system. 
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Figure 3 Software Interaction 

The prototype switching hardware occupies a 
single 9U X 400 crate. Up to 64 channels (1 GByt&ec) 
can be accommodated. By comparison, the previous 
generation of bus-based event builders handle approximately 
20 MBytcdscc in the same physical space. This is a 50X 
improvement brought about mainly through the use of 
high-speed (point-to-point) serial communication and 
parallel data transfer. 

llte system was operated with 8 inputs and 1.2.4 
or 8 outputs, demonstrating rhe expected linear increase in 
throughput It can be dynamically reconfigured without 
interrupting the dataflow. Wi,th an event size of 200 
KBytes,aratcof600Hz(>IU)MB~~)inthe8X8 
mode was easiIy sustained (tigure 4). Avaage. buffer usage. 
in a single TSI is given by the equation E l (N-1) IN / 2 
where E is the totaI event size and N is the number of 
switch channels. This is approximately E / 2 for any 
reasonable switch size. The 2~30 KBytc sample events use 
an average of only 10% of the available TSI buffer space in 
the PrOtOt~ S,‘StH” (figWe 5). TO hdk. nOn-UIifOm 

distributions. a buffer size of at least 1.5 times the average 
event size is recommended. As long as the avcxage event 
size remains constant over time, the throughput will bc 
very close to tbc maximum available bandwidth. 

Tests were also run at very low rates with sofhvare in 
tic. Output TSI checking each event for data integrity and 
routing. Simple error conditions were simulated (by 
disconnecting an input data link for example) and these 
errors were detected by both hardware. (sync error) and 
software (missing event fragment) monitors. Using a 
minimal rulebase, the expert system sofhvare is then able 

to read diagnostic information and localize the errors to a 
specific switch input or output channel. 

The system was operated in two different packet 
modes. In the fmt mode, event boundaries and packet 
boundaries are completely independent. This makes 
maximum use of data link bandwidth but requires additional 
processing overhead in the Output TSI to locate. event 
boundaries within packets. In the second mode. events 
begin on even packet boundaries only. This results in 
some p&sea being Less than full, but it has the advantage 
of greatly simplifying the Output TSI logic. For event 
fragments which are much larger than the packet size. the 
loss is negligible. Idcal packet size represents a hadeoff: 
large packexs waste tmxhvidth and small pxkets nquirc LOO 
much processing overhead. A packet size of IO24 Bytes 
was used for the majority of tests in the prototype system. 

Test results in most cases were better than 
predicted by simulation. The simulations assumed certain 
oveheads for processing packet headers, etc. Many of these 
ovcxhcads were hid&n in the actoal hardware by pipelining 
operations and by hansfcrring data at higher internal rates to 
make up for processing time. 

Efficient switch operation is based on two factors. 
The. event data must bc evenly distributed among the input 
channels and the assembled events must be evenly 
distributed among the output channels. The TSI buffers act 
to eliminate shott-term fluctuations in data rate. However, 
even when the channels are poorly balanced, the bandwidth 
of a switch-based event builder will bc substantially higher 
iban an equivalent bus-based system. 
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Figure 4 Throughput Scaling 

The prototype system meets its performance 
objectives and appears to scale well. Much of the 
complexity in this particular implementation comes from 
the large number of programmable features. Using a fued 
packet size and header format would allow significantly 
faster and simpler hardware.. The Output TSI is not 
necessary when using aligned packets. It can be replaced by 
a serial link to backplane interface. 

Any fmtre version would be designed as a modular 
(8 X 8 or 16 X 16) self-contained switch. This allows 
almost unlimited expansion. Use of serial switches to 
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Figure 5 Input TSI Buffer Usage 

reduce the cost has also been considered but tests of xceiver 
msynchmnization delays following switching are needed. 

Comparisons are sometimes made between the 
system described here and a similar approach which uses an 
may of dual-port memories (Figure 6). In fact, these two 
architectures are basically identical. Both use. a crossbar 
switch and differ only in the placement of buffers. In one 
case the buffers arc distributed throughout the crossbar 
(embedded queueing). while in tbe other cast they are 
concentrated at the input (input queucing). We favor the 
second appmach simply because VLSI technology allows 
implementation of large buffers and integrated crossbar 
switches at far lower cost than is possible with smaller 
dishibuted buffers and discrete intcxwr~~~tions 
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Figure 6 Buffered Crossbars 
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